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Setting benchmarks in global health design

The Design & Health International Academy Awards has a

significant influence on the design and development of salutogenic

environments that support health, wellbeing and quality of life

around the world. This year, the programme comprises eleven

categories across the key areas of international health delivery,

and the prestigious Lifetime Leadership Award. The final awards,

which will be presented at a prestigious ceremony to be held on

17 April 2020 at the Ghent Opera House, Belgium during the 13th

Design & Health World Congress & Exhibition, will reflect important

aspects of the exceptional work undertaken by researchers and

practitioners at the forefront of the field.

Recipients of the awards will be teams and individuals who

through outstanding efforts, have contributed to the progress of

knowledge and demonstrated vision and leadership in exemplary

initiatives within the field.

Who should enter?

The awards are open to international organisations and individuals

in both the public and private sectors participating in either

research or practice, including the planning, procurement, design,

construction and management of healthy built environments.

Eligibility

Built projects or research programmes completed between 1

January 2016 and 31 December 2019 are eligible to enter. The

exceptions are the Health Promoting Urban Environment Project,

which allows entries of projects completed after 1 January 2010.

Projects may be entered into multiple categories, provided they

are tailored to meet the specific requirements for the judging

criteria of each award, but may not be re-entered in the same

category in subsequent years. The closing date for each entry is

15 January 2020.

Judging panel

The judging panel consists of a group of independent experts

from around the world. Experts in their field, the judges come from

multidisciplinary backgrounds in research and practice. The

winners of each award are determined by a lead judge, who is

supported by a panel of two judges with proven expertise in their

field. Any judge associated with any of the entries will withdraw

from the relevant part of the adjudication process. The award

recommendations are then approved by a second jury of advisors

from the International Academy for Design & Health, chaired by

Gunther De Graeve.

The Design & Health International Academy Awards is the leading advocacy

programme in the world recognising professional excellence in the research

and practice of designing healthy built environments.

TIMETABLE AND JUDGING PROCESS
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15 January 2020 - Deadline for receipt of submissions.

THE JUDGING PROCESS CONSISTS OF A  
TWO PHASE PROCESS.

31 January 2020 – PHASE 1:

Entries are scored remotely by each judging panel  

against the approved criteria. The scores are  

forwarded to the category chairs who make a  

recommendation on the shortlisted entries and  

award winners.

28 Feburary 2020 – PHASE 2:

Awards shortlist announced. Shortlisted projects  are 

expected to register and attend the 13th Design  & 

Health World Congress in Ghent to present their  

project in a poster display and receive their award,

either as an award category winner or a commended  

project. They may be required to elaborate on their  

submitted project to the judges or provide further  

information as required.

17 April 2020 - Awards Ceremony & Gala Dinner at  

13th Design & Health World Congress & Exhibition in  

the Ghent Opera House.

JUDGING CRITERIA

Each of the criteria can be found on the Submission  

Statement attached to this document or at:  

www.designandhealth.org

http://www.designandhealth.org/get-involved/submit-award-nominations/


How to submit

iv)The fee for entry is €180 per  

category. You can submit your award  

in as many categories as you like, the  

fee will be capped at three entry fees  

or €540.

v)Written agreement of the  

commissioning authority, the designer  

and the contractor as appropriate to  

the entry submission.

2.All or any of the judges must be  

allowed reasonable access to make  

enquiries or inspect the project if it is  

shortlisted.

3.The judges have absolute discretion  

to reject any entry which does not  

comply with the requirements of the  

rules; to determine the category for  

which any entry is eligible; and to  

make or withhold any Award to any  

entry. The judges’ decision is final

and binding on all entrants and no  

discussion or correspondence relating  

to any of the judges’ decisions will be  

entered into.

4.It is a condition of entry that  all 

written material, layout plans  

and images submitted may be  

reproduced by the International

Academy for Design & Health at no  

cost to themselves in such a form and  

in such media as Design & Health  

deems appropriate in announcing  

and/or promoting the 2020 Awards  

and associated activities.

5.All information regarding the results  

will be embargoed for publication  

until after the Awards Presentation  

Ceremony on 17 April 2020.

6.Entries must arrive no later than  

Wednesday 15 January 2020 and be  

submitted via the button link above,  

or via: https://www.designandhealth.  

org/get-involved/submit-award-

nominations/

Photo credits: All photos are from the last  

Academy Awards and Flickr @visitgent

Complete the Entry Form and the Submission Statement

relevant to the category you are entering at the rear of this

document and submit it to the Design & Health

International Academy Awards via the button below, with a

750 word statement and a maximum of 10 Powerpoint

slides, which MUST explicitly address the criteria as

outlined on the Submission Statement.

If you are entering into the ‘International Research Project’

category, you do not have to submit a Submission

Statement; instead please submit a full paper of approx.

4,000 words including figures and illustrations.

High and low resolution images of the submitted project

should also be submitted to be used on the awards section

of the website, during the awards ceremony, in World

Health Design and on associated marketing material.

Please refer to the rules for further information on payment

and submission requirements.

Design & Health International Awards  

International Academy for Design & Health

RULES OF ENTRY

Please read these rules carefully before  

submitting your entry. Any failure to  

comply may lead to its rejection.

1. Entries must reflect the criteria set out  

against each award and comprise the  

following items:

i) Completed Entry Form.

ii)Completed Submission Statement  

for the category or categories being  

entered providing a project summary  

and addressing the award criteria in  

no more than 750 words. If more room  

is required the Submission Statement  

may be supplied in a separate type-

written note on two sides of A4 paper  

as long as the specific criteria for the  

category entered is addressed.

iii)A Powerpoint presentation with  

a maximum of ten slides, including

images and drawings demonstrating  

key features of the project (eg, a site  

plan and a floor plan) or product being  

entered. These illustrations must be  

supplied as low and high resolution  

(72dpi and 300+dpi) images, clearly  

labelled with the submission name.
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Design & Health International  
Academy Award Categories

Lead Judge  
Prof. Alan Dilani

Lead Judge  
Nicola Bertrand

Lifetime Leadership Award

Awarded to  visionary leader who has  shown  

outstanding achievements during a lifelong  

commitment to enhancing the health, wellbeing  

and quality of  people’s lives.  The  award also  

recognises the professional and personal qualities  

and inspiration to  future  generations. There  is  no 

entry form for this award. Enquiries regarding  

nominations should be sent to:  

global@designandhealth.org

This award recognizes an outstanding young  

leader age 35 or younger, who has made

significant contributions to the wider field of health

care design. There is no entry form for this award.

Enquiries regarding nominations should be sent to

global@designandhealth.org

Design for The Elderly Project

An award for excellence of a design project,

demonstrating a comprehensible, manageable

and meaningful environment with the quality of

fostering a strong sense of coherence and

community amongst its users and promotes their

health and wellbeing through stimuli, experience

and emotion.

Lead Judge
Prof. Debajyoti Pati

Mental Health Design Project

An award for excellence in design with a synthesis

of a patient friendly, healing environment that

supports therapeutic intervention, whilst

effectively integrating operational requirements

for security and supervision.

Lead Judge
Dr Mardelle Shepley

Young Leaders Award

An award for excellence of an integrated

project team, achieving varying degrees of

integration in the complex, interdisciplinary field

of healthcare planning and construction.

LeadJudge  
TyeFarrow

Lead Judge  
AnnDecock

Health Promoting Workplace Project

An award for a project which promotes a

healthy and supporting work environment for

staff, which enhances health and wellbeing.

Focus will be given to innovative concepts,

which promote stress reduction and knowledge

exchange.

Lead Judge  
MarkJohnson

Integrated Project Team

Health Promoting Urban Environment Project

An award for a health care, community or urban

planning, which can demonstrate sustainability

performance above the mandatory norm,

satisfies legislative, technical, financial and moral

imperatives, and shows understanding of the

principles of salutogenic and ecological design.

International Research Project

An award for a completed, innovative,  

independently assessed research project, which

is focused on a particular aspect of design,

function, construction, financing or maintenance

of a healthcare facility or addressing a relevant

topic concerning the public health in the context

of the built environment.

Lead Judge
Prof. JamesBarlow

Lead Judge
Dr. Paul Barach

Lead Judge  
InnocentOkpanum

International Health Project (Under 40,000m2)

International Health Project (Over 40,000m2)

An award for an outstanding project showing

the synthesis of human interaction with the built

environment. The project must demonstrate the

successful execution of effective clinical design,

salutogenesis, sustainability and show how

innovative design permits ongoing flexibility in

use whilst achieving user satisfaction for patients,

staff and visitors.

Panel Judges
Walkiria Erse, Mungo Smith

Innovation Project

The award is presented to innovative solutions

which will shape the future and have a positive

impact on overall health care settings. Entries

can be submitted across a variety of fields,

including technology, sustainability, quality of

user experience, healthy city design etc.
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Panel Judges
Andrea Brambilla, Jan De Vloed

Panel Judges
Prof. Gelun, Withney Grey

Panel Judges
Arnold Burger, Susanne Glade

Panel Judges
Dr. Anjali Kumar, Vivien W.L. Mak

Panel Judges
Stefano Scalzo, Marco Gola

Panel Judges
Don Garner, Alexey Danilov

Panel Judges
Masoumeh Nazarian, Frankie Lim Chuan

Panel Judges
Evangelia Chrysikou, Gunther De Graeve

An award for an outstanding project showing

the synthesis of human interaction with the built

environment. The project must demonstrate the

successful execution of effective clinical design,

salutogenesis, sustainability and show how

innovative design permits ongoing flexibility in

use whilst achieving user satisfaction for patients,

staff and visitors.

Panel Judges
Susan Black, Robin Guenter

mailto:global@designandhealth.org
mailto:global@designandhealth.org


Entry Form - Deadline: 15 January 2020

All sections must be completed and submitted with the submission material specified in the rules to Design & Health  

International Academy Awards - www.designandhealth.org/get-involved/submit-award-nominations/

A different form is included for entry to the International Research Project category.

AWARDS ENTRIES

You are invited to enter your project for one or more of the categories listed below,  

according to its size and/or type.

International Health project (>40,000m2)

International Health project (<40,000m2)  

Innovation Project

International Research Project

Health Promoting Urban Environment Project  

Health Promoting Workplace Project  

Integrated Project Team

Mental Health Design Project

Design for The Elderly Project  

Young Leaders Award

The €180.00 fee is not applicable to the International Research Project or the Young Leaders categories. For all other categories, the fee

applies.

Name of project:

Address of project:

Date project completed:

Date project came into use:  

Cost of project on completion:  

Commissioning authority:

Person responsible for the project:  

Address:

Phone:

Email:

Principal designer:

Person responsible for the project:  

Address:

Phone:

Email:

Principal contractor:

Person responsible for the project:  

Address:

Phone:

Email:

Other key member of project team

Person resonsbible for project:

Organisation:

Phone:

Email:

Other key organisations associated with the project (a more  
comprehensive list may be attached)

Designers:

Contractors:

Consultants:

Name of organisation submitting entry and principal individual  
contract for correspondence

Name:

Organisation:

Address:

Phone:

Email:

Signature:  
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Research Project Entry Form & Citation

All sections must be completed and submitted together with a digital copy of the final research project along  
with the submission material specified in the rules to Design & Health International Awards -
www.designandhealth.org/get-involved/submit-award-nominations/

The International Research Project Award is exempt from the submission fees that apply to the other categories.
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CITATION:

This report, which must not exceed 250 words, should indicate  

why the nominee is deserving of consideration for an award. The  

citation should address the following: relevance of research topic

and practical application; rigour of methodology; demonstration of  

innovation and inspiration for further research; understanding of the  

theory of salutogenesis and broader impact of the built environment  

on the promotion of human health and wellbeing.

NOMINEE DETAILS

Name:

Correspondence address:

Phone (daytime):

Mobile:

Email:

Professional & Academic qualifications:

NOMINATOR DETAILS

Name:

Correspondence address:

Phone (daytime):

Mobile:

Email:

Job Title:

Name of Employer:

Title of research paper:

Keywords (max 6):

http://www.designandhealth.org/get-involved/submit-award-nominations/


Submission Statement 1

Submission Statement
This submission statement must not exceed 750 words in total

and must explicitly address the criteria detailed below for this

category.

Award category
The form should be used for the following award categories  

ONLY:

• International Health Project (over 40,000 sqm)

• International Health Project (under 40,000 sqm)

• Health Promoting Urban Environment Project

• Health Promoting Workplace Project

• Mental Health Design Project

• Design for the Elderly Project.

Different submission statement forms are available overleaf  

for all other award categories.

Project summary

(Purpose of project, aims of brief and other background info)
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Criteria 1: Overall concept

Describe the knowledge and vision behind the project;  

inclusion of principles of salutogenesis, ideas and approach;  

preventative features and wellness factors.

All sections must be completed and submitted together with a digital copy of the final research project along with the  

submission material specified in the rules to Design & Health International Awards -

www.designandhealth.org/get-involved/submit-award-nominations/

If more room is required, the Statement may by type-written on a separate document as long as the specified criteria is met.

http://www.designandhealth.org/get-involved/submit-award-nominations/


Submission Statement 1

Criteria 2: Design approach

Describe how the project meets its design objectives  

through: a) clarity of ideas; b) scale and integration;

c) positive stimulation; d) supportive design features; e)  

creation of a landmark or image.
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Criteria 3: Functionality

Describe the core of services and activities; demonstrate the

level of community engagement; the lifestyle approach; the

preventive care focus and the safety and security features.

Criteria 4: Implementation

Describe the building strategy, including the use of  

technology and materials; and demonstrate the project’s  

performance against the design, clinical and operational  

requirements and brief.

Criteria 5: Technical Sustainability

Describe initiatives towards the use and integration of  

sustainability strategies, including green technology and  

renewable energy.



Submission Statement 2

Submission Statement

This submission statement must not exceed 750 words  
in total and must explicitly address the criteria detailed  
below for this category.

Award category
The form should be used for the following award category  

ONLY:

• Innovation Project

Different submission statement forms are available overleaf for  

all other award categories.

Project summary

(Purpose of project, aims of brief and other background info
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Criteria 1: Innovative approach

Describe how the project demonstrates innovative solutions  

which will shape the future and have a positive impact on  

overall health care settings.

All sections must be completed and submitted together with a digital copy of the final research project along with the  

submission material specified in the rules to Design & Health International Awards -

www.designandhealth.org/get-involved/submit-award-nominations/

If more room is required, the Statement may by type-written on a separate document as long as the specified criteria is met.

http://www.designandhealth.org/get-involved/submit-award-nominations/


Submission Statement 2

Criteria 2: Strategy

Demonstrate how the scheme is based on relevant research,

creativity, aims at a salutogenic outcome, future-proofing as

well as other strategic considerations for the project.
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Criteria 3: Research application and project  
evaluation

Describe how research has affected the scheme and how  

the final installation will be evaluated against stated goals.

Criteria 4: Stakeholder engagement

Explain with examples how an interdisciplinary approach  

and consultation with staff, users and the wider community  

achieved an integrated process through all stages of the  

project.

Criteria 5: Execution

Indicate how sucessfully the innovation was executed and  

what challenges the innovation has solved. Describe how  

the implemention has solved previous issues and how it has  

contributed to user satisfaction.



Submission Statement 3

Submission Statement
This submission statement must not exceed 750 words in  

total and must explicitly address the criteria detailed below  

for this category.

Award category
The form should be used for the following award category  

ONLY:

• Integrated Project Team

Different submission statement forms are available overleaf  

for all other award categories.

Project summary

(Purpose of project, aims of brief and other background  

info)
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Criteria 1: Integration of an interdisciplinary project  
team

Describe how an interdisciplinary project team achieved  

varying degrees of integration in the complex field of  

healthcare planning and construction.

All sections must be completed and submitted together with a digital copy of the final research project along with the  

submission material specified in the rules to Design & Health International Awards -

www.designandhealth.org/get-involved/submit-award-nominations/

If more room is required, the Statement may by type-written on a separate document as long as the specified criteria is met.

http://www.designandhealth.org/get-involved/submit-award-nominations/


Submission Statement 3

Criteria 3: Implementation

Describe how the above has helped achieve the  

implementation of excellence and innovation on the  

project.
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Criteria 4: Team Performance

Comment on how the team performance has measured  

against other project experiences.

Criteria 2: Strategy

Describe with which strategies the team achieved an  

understanding on common goals, design philosophy  

and overall project strategy in the overall planning and  

construction process with all stakeholders involved.

Criteria 5: Project Performance

Describe how the performance of the finalised building has  

benefited from the approach of this particular project team.


